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Action Item ID Actionee Description Status

  6-12-03-002P Nordby/Leisgang?
Establish whether sine-sweep to 150 Hz is a subsystem 
requirement or only LAT level, gain concurrence with 
GSFC

ECD 25 July: Current interpretation of MAR is 
that the sine-sweep to 150Mhz is only a LAT 
level requirement not subsystem:19 August 
Update GSFC position is that sine sweep to 
150Mhz applies to subsystem.
20 October Update; ECD 24 October (Feeds into 
-408 doc & update needed for unit qual planning)
OPEN: Pending update of -408 to reflect this 
agreement. 11/18: Agreed with Project Office 
that subsystem tests should capture all modes to 
150 Hz.  This will not be done at the LAT level, 
but subsystem model frequencies should be 
correlated to test data.
1/07, ECD for -408 to be determined 1/08 
Systems Engineering Planning Meeting

  6-12-03-009P Haller/Nordby/Wang/Horn Thermal control system requirements, resolve ITAR 
concerns

OPEN:  ECD 12 Nov
1/7 Status: E-mail has been sent out requesting 
status.

  6-12-03-010P Wai/Nordby Establish Purge Gas system requirements

OPEN: ECD 31 January 04 
- SLAC building 33 installation of purge lines, 
ODM safety equipment, line certifications is in 
process.  Schedule for completion by Jan 31, 
2004.
- Requirements on purge during shipping, at 
NRL, S/C integration, through launch is being 
studied by Martin and I at the present time.

  8-19-03-017E Nanda Menon Review June 10 meeting action items to verify they have 
been addressed for the current Mini-Tower

CLOSED: ECD 25 August. Another review is 
being conducted to confirm closure of this action 
item.

  8-19-03-018E BJ Bhatnagar Determine if there are "As-Built" drawings for the Mini-
Tower. CLOSED: ECD 30 Nov

10-30-03-025P J. Goodman Capture linkages between thermal system and DAQ to 
cover test stand for radiator thermal testing at LMSC

CLOSED: 1/7 Status:Revised ECD 14 Jan 04. 
Additional equipment for testing if needed will be 
supplied by SLAC.
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10-30-03-026P M. Nordby Put in a tolerance for the cal cables to cover variations in 
distance between the Calorimeter and the TEM.

OPEN. 12/9 Status: MN added +-0.5 mm 
tolerance to CAL-LAT IDD.   Closure is pending 
IDD sign-off, expected before 19 Dec
1/7 Status:The CAL-LAT IDD has not been 
signed off  but it should be out for signature by 
early next week.
1/16 Status: Waiting for correction to CAL-LAT 
IDD before it can be put out for signature next 
week.

11-12-03-027P Robert Johnson

Study the vibration test setup for the tracker to better 
protect the EM cables and to make the flight test more 
realistic.

CLOSED;  BJ has been tasked to work on the 
modification of the cable holding frame to add 
support to the middle of the cables.  A schedule 
for BJ to complete that task has not been given 
since the first flight tower test is not until the late 
spring. 
Regarding making the test more realistic, that 
cannot be done. We absolutely cannot support 
the cables in the flight configuration during the 
tower vibration test.

11-12-03-029P Pat Hascall  Provide pin-outs and cable lengths to be used for the
 ACD GSE cables that connect the BEA to the GASU.

CLOSED; 12/10 Status: Waiting for D. Nelson to 
provide cable lengths.
1/7 Status: Before the break,The cabling 
information that the ACD folks requested was 
sent out by R. Bielawski.  This should closes out 
this action item.

11-12-03-031P Dick Horn  Identify a harness "czar" to track harness design and 
support LAT wide harness issue resolution.

OPEN
1/7 Status: E-mail requesting status has been 
sent out.

12-10-03-032P Subsystem Managers Subsystem managers to review ICD/IDD and provide a 
list of issues to Rich Bielawski 

CLOSED
See closure statement for action item no. 12-10-
03-033P.

12-10-03-033P Rich Bielawski Distribute list of open subsystem ICD issues  

CLOSED
1/7 Status: E-mail requesting status has been 
sent out.
1/8 Status: Action item is being work and related 
to action item 12-10-03-032P; ECD to be 
provided shortly.
1/15: Implemented by the review process 
associated with ICD update.
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12-10-03-034P John Ku Provide requirements to subsystems for any provisions
 to attach accelerometers 

CLOSED
1/7,Per J.Ku:"I spoke with my team about this, 
and I do not think we will need to implement any 
special provisions to attach accelerometers.  I 
initially thought the modal testing accels might 
need to be screwed in, but NRL tells me this is 
not true."

12-10-03-035P M. Campell/R. Bielawski Check on status of heater control box specification and 
ICD and update as necessary

OPEN
1/7 Status: E-mail requesting status has been 
sent out.

12-10-03-036P P. Hascall
Distribute light-tight requirement defined by S. Ritz to 
subsystem managers and discuss impacts during weekly 
engineering meeting

OPEN; 1/7 Status: This requirement will be 
included in the next update to the LAT 
Environmental Specification and the ECD will 
discussed at the Systems Engineering Planning 
meeting on 1/8.
1/16 Status: A CCR is being generated for the 
"light-tight requirement".  ECD wil be determined 
shortly.

12-10-03-037P Haller/Johnson/Bellazzini/M
artin

Resolve use of EGSE in TV for the Tracker test.
 Specifically the existing EGSE may not survive multiple 
TV tests (and the resulting thermal cycles). See if the 
EGSE temperatures can be controlled during TV

CLOSED
1/7 Status: Per J Goodman, "Our new design of 
the thermal balance test for the EM tracker 
provides a heater and thermocouple for the TEM 
box to maintain it at room temperature.  The 
same can be accomplished during thermal cycle 
tests, too." This response should close this 
action item.

12-10-03-038P Haller/Bloom Coordinate use of minitower and miniCal

OPEN; 
1/7 Status: Per E. Bloom, action item is being 
worked  and  hopefully a resolved at a meeting 
Friday, 1/9 with Dick Horn.  
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12-10-03-039P E. Bloom
Define goal of EM fit check. Review plan with Mark and 
Tom to understand the 1x4 and 1x1 grid and EM Tracker 
requirements.

CLOSED; 1/7 Status: The action item is 
addressed in the I&T EM-2 plan, which is 
currently in draft. This plan needs to be reviewed 
by M. Campell and T. Borden for concurrence.

12-10-03-040P Haller/Bloom/T. Johnson Identify and implement a work around to G3 delay that 
implements ACD schedule impact. 

OPEN; 
1/7 Status: 
Per E. Bloom, the draft G3 specification has ETA at 
I&T in about 1 week from now. That document is due 
to contain a delivery schedule. Until this document is 
in final form in I&T's online department's hands, there 
is essentially nothing that I&T can do to come up with 
a "work around".
1/8 Status:
Per T. Johnson, "Here are the need dates for the G3 
test stands:
ND: G3 Test Stand for 2 FREE cards 12/15/03 
(PMCS ID 6A0000071)
ND: G3 Test Stand for full ACD testing 2/20/03 
(PMCS ID 6A0000072)
We have identified two actions to minimize the impact 
of the G3 delay.  One is to get a flight like power 
supply from the electronics group.  I do not know the 
status of this action.  The second action was to get the 
LAT software folks out here this month to work on the 
software.  This is being done to minimize start up time 
when the G3 arrives.  This action will be carried out on 
Monday (January 12) when Jim Panetta will be 
coming here from SLAC to work with the ACD 
software team.
Direct schedule impacts due to not having the G3 will 
begin in February.
The real question is, when will the ACD receive 
the 2 G3 test stands listed above?  I have not 
heard when these milestones 
will be met.  
Dick Horn, Could you please let me know when we 
the G3 test stands?"
No input received from G. Haller yet.


